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practico 25 | 80 plus

 „Nursing care beds in a 
 professional environment 
 have to prove 
 themselves every day. “ 

practico 25 | 80 plus
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Colour variety for cosiness:  the picture shows a 
nursing care bed in the colour Sonoma Oak

Q u a l i t y
made in

Germany
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Advantage of flexibility: Integrated,  
tool-free bed and side rail extension 

200
cm

210 
cm

220
cm

With the practico 25 | 80 plus bock, as an expert for flexible solutions, sets a  
benchmark in the segment of nursing care beds. Thanks to the 4-section lying 
surface, the mattress compensation and the ergonomic back rest, the practico 
25 | 80 plus offers its resident a comfortable and physiological sitting and lying 
position. For best care and safe lying, the bed provides a height adjustment 
range of 25 to 80 cm and can easily be adjusted in many ways with the clearly 
arranged hand control.

Comfort with plus

Another plus factor for flexibility is the tool-free, integrated bed and side rail 
extension (with SR3). It enables individual adjustments to be made in no time at 
all. The extension of the side rails to 210 or 220 cm can be carried out without 
any additional elements. A wide range of accessories and equipment variants is 
available, such as the practical bed clothes deposit or bed lamps.

 A nursing care bed that sets a 
 benchmark in terms of flexibility: 
 bock´s  practico 25 I 80 plus  

Comfort and safety: Large double castors with central 
braking and directional giving device, optionally also with 
homelike aluminium covered castors More cosiness and care support thanks to low foot end panel.
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With its lying surface, the practico 25|80 plus fulfils 
a clearly defined quality requirement for institutional 
care: comfortable and ergonomically optimised lying 
comfort 

  The 4-section lying surface offers an ergonomic 
backrest and a mattress compensation, both 
ensure a comfortable and physiologically sensible 
sitting position and reduce pressure peaks. The 
length compensation of the backrest is 11 cm. 
(mattress compensation)

  A variety of sitting and lying positions as well as 
the different lying surface systems offer more 
individual lying comfort

  Integrated, tool-free bed and side rail extensions 
(with SR3) for easy and quick adjustment to the 
resident’s body size

  Extremely stable head bar, also suitable for 
intensive use

  Various adjustment possibilities such as 
Trendelenburg, Anti-Trendelenburg and comfort 
sitting position can be selected with one button

 Ergonomically  
 optimised: 
 the lying surface 

The lying surface Thigh part

Foot barMiddle  
part

Head bar

949 mm

800 mm

235 mm

165 mm

326 mm

505 mm326 mm

540 mm
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 practico 25 I 80 plus 

End panels with practical 
bed cover slit  

Integrated, tool-free bed and side rail 
extension (SR3)

Divided side rails (SR3) on both 
sides for high flexibility

Lifter space  
15 cm

Central braking and 
directional giving device of 

all four castors

More information
www.bock.net

Advantages for the resident:

  Ergonomic back rest and mattress compensation for a comfortable and 
physiological sitting position

   Safe lying at a low height of only 25 cm

 Three different lying surface systems for individual lying comfort (p.8)  

  All kinds of individual lying and sitting adjustments are possible, for 
example the comfort sitting position

Mobilisation through 
end panels with 
handrail 

Advantages for the carer:

  Optimum working height of 80 cm

  Integrated, tool-free bed extension to 210 or 220 cm

  Large double castors with central braking and directional giving device  
for easy moving and locking

4-section lying surface 
with wooden slats and 
tension regulation 

Hand control 
with lock

practico 25 | 80 plus 

Dimensions

Outer dimension 105 × 210 cm

Lying surface 90 × 200 cm

Special dimensions Width 100, 105, 110 cm

Integrated length 
extension

to 210 and 220 cm

Height adjustment 25 – 80 cm

Lifter space 15 cm

Weights

Bed weight approx. 140 kg

Safe working load 220 kg

Max. person weight 185 kg

Side rail systems

Systems SR1, SR2 or SR3 (see p. 9)

Versions Continuous
Long divided
Head-section

Without side rails

Height*:
– With wooden slats
– With ripolux® neo

39.5 cm
35 cm

Further equipment features

End panels I+, V+, VII+, VIII+

Motor

Splash-proof according to IPX4, high-quality spiral 
cable with strain relief and kink protection, SMPS 
plug transformer with extra-low safety voltage 
offering safety from the socket
Optional: CPR emergency lowering

* Distance between upper edge of lying surface and 
upper edge of raised side rail (SR3)

Product specifications, end panels and accessories 
can be found from page 10 onwards.
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1Loosen the screws and pull out the foot end 
panel - easy and effortless.

3 Insert the bracket for the lying surface extension 
- quick and easy.

6Optionally, the mattress extension can simply be omit-
ted in order to relieve pressure on the heels.

2 Attach the two extensions of the side panels and 
 push the foot end panel back, so that it is closing 

      with the side panels.

4When the foot section is being adjusted the extension 
bracket will move along automatically.

5With a matching mattress extension, the  total 
system is optimally rounded off.

The practico 25 | 80 plus is equipped with an integrated bed and side rail 
extension. The lying surface and side rails can be extended by 10 or 20 cm. 
In particular, tall residents enjoy the ergonomic comfort and care professio-
nals work with a maximum of flexibility, without having to convert the bed in 
a time-consuming and costly way. Simply extend - that‘s it.

  A special comfort highlight for residents is the lying surface extension: 
the extension bracket will move automatically along when the lower foot 
section of the lying surface is being adjusted, so the legs and feet rest 
comfortably all times.

  Carers can quickly and easily adjust the bed length to different resident 
needs and care situations. This eliminates  time-consuming replacements 
of the bed and/or side rails.

 All inclusive: 
 Bed and side rail extension* 
 as a standard  

Optionally, the extension set can be ordered for each bed. 
The set consists of:  
  Bracket for extending the lying surface 
  Two decorative pieces for extending the side panels

Screw for the  
toolless bed extension

* with SR3
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The basic variant.

bock provides its proven wooden slats with tension 
regulation as a standard equipment. The tension 
regulation in the middle of the lying surface ensures 
a high level of comfort, especially in a sitting position. 
The wooden slats are mounted to flexible and durable 
caoutchouc holders. This allows easy replacement if 
necessary.

Advantages for the resident:

  Comfortable and ergonomic

Advantages for the caregiver:

   Easy to clean and durable

With clip-on aluminium bars.

The modern lying surface allows a quick and individual 
pressure relief thanks to the individually removable 
aluminium bars. The stable bars can be easily removed,
cleaned and reinstalled. This lying surface can be 
converted to the ripolux®  neo system at any time by 
turning the aluminium slats and inserting individual 
ripolux® neo springs.

Advantages for the resident:

  Thanks so the removable bars, the lying surface 
can be adjusted to the individual pressure relief 

Advantages for the caregiver:

   Extra light material

  Stable aluminium bars, washable and durable  
as no softener evaporates

One lying surface system - perfect for everyone.

The flexible ripolux® neo lying surface system adapts 
precisely to the pressure distribution of the body, for a 
comfortable, ergonomic positioning in all sitting and
lying positions.

Advantages for the resident:

  Springs in two different degrees of hardness for 
individual lying comfort as a standard. Upon request 
a soft spring is available

  Pressure compensation thanks to independent and 
precise spring deflection

Advantages for the caregiver:

 Tool-less and individual lying surface configuration

  No moisture absorption and ideal ventilation

Wooden slats with tension regulation Lying surface with aluminium bars ripolux® neo

Two different degrees of hardness in the standard 
configuration: dark grey hard and light grey medium. 
Upon request: a soft version in blue colour

 Individually configurable: 
 lying surfaces upon request 
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Quality: The appearance of the easy-to-clean surfaces and the 
modern design creates a homely atmosphere - while the choice of 
durable materials offers an extreme stability.
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 Individually configurable: 
 3 side rail systems 

  Smooth and easy handling with soft close

  High flexibility due to 3 different available lengths

  Backwards compatible with selected bed models

  Compact overall height

  Optimal haptics

  Subtle and straight design    

  Full implementation of the standard DIN EN 60601-2-52

SR1 SR2 SR3

  High variety of variants and different colours

  Integrated side rail extension possible

  Proven for years

  Side rail bars in wooden colour for a homelike atmosphere

  As an option lockable in the lowest position

  Full implementation of the standard DIN EN 60601-2-52

  Well-established basic solution

  Simple design 

  Easy handling thanks to low weight

  Quick mounting on the bed

  Quick, easy and intuitive operation

  Full implementation of the standard DIN EN 60601-2-52
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Lifting pole

Art. no. 92228 A001

Grab rail

Art. no. on request

Lifting pole

Universal holders

Lighting

Infusion holder

LED bed lamp model G

Connection to control box, opera-

ted by hand control

Art. no. 100.04164

Underbed lighting

Connection to control box, operab-

le by hand control 

Art. No. 

LED bed lamp model E

with external power supply and 

toggle switch

Art. no. 207.00196

Drainage bag holder

Art. no. 890.02299

Urine bottle holder

Art. no. 890.02298

Infusion holder 

(non-adjustable)

Art. no. 890.02301

Infusion holder 

(height adjustable)

Art.  no. 890.02302

Infusion holder 

for lifting pole

Art. no. 890.02300

For an individual and situationally appropriate bed equipment. Accessories 
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For an individual and situationally appropriate bed equipment. Accessories 
Distance holders Bed extension

Wall distance holders 

with rollers

Length: 500 mm

Wall distance holders 

with plug 

Length: 500 mm

Set consisting of: 

– Bracket for extending the lying surface

– Two extension elements to extend 

   the side panelling of the frame

Art. no. 404

Mattress extension

Length: 200 mm

Art. no. on request

Miscellaneous

Mechanic emergency  

lowering of the 

head rest

Art. no. on request

Transport trolley

Art. no. 100.04161

Nurse control panel

Art. no. on request

Battery system 

Rechargeable battery  

to ensure functionality, 

e.g. in case of power failure

Aluminium  covered castors

Art. no. on request

Illuminated hand control

Art. no. on request

Second hand control

for an easy operation of lighting

by the resident

Art. no. on request
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Typ I plus
– Circumferential solid wooden strips with 
   decor filling  
– Practical cover slit 

Typ I plus low
– Circumferential solid wooden strips with 
   decor filling
– Homely Design

Typ VII plus
– Circumferential solid wood strips with decor filling 
– Curved handle opening: bed cover slit
– Strips circumferentially sloped

Bed cloth deposit
for end panels type I and V (bed width 90 cm)
Art. no. on request

Typ V plus
– Curved decor panel: solid wood
– Side-mounted rectangular strips: solid wood 
–  Curved handle bar: powder-coated steel

Typ VIII plus
- Straight decor panel: wood 
-  Side-mounted round strips: solid wood

 End panels 

Beech steamed

Basic colour

Additional wood colours

Special colour

Cherry Havanna

Royal Maple Sonoma Oak Bloomed beech

Madison Walnut Maple After Eight

White

The variety of our portfolio and styles makes bock nursing 
care beds incomparably flexible. As an experienced 
manufacturer, we offer high-quality products that combine 
functionality with comfort. Everything can be retrofitted 
and converted. The elements can be adapted accordingly. 

Of course bock nursing care beds can also be equipped 
with additional functions and optional accessories and are 
therefore flexible and open for all future changes.

 Colours 

 | 6362 | 

Tiba 5111 Dunkelblau Birch F6470004

Tiba 3210 Rot

Anthrazite F6470011

Tiba 7110 Anthrazit Silkgray F6470003Tiba 4110 Beere

Tiba 1110 Beige

Choco F6470009

Tiba 2211 GelbTiba 1111 Taupe Platinum F6470010

Tiba 6210 Grün Lime F6470013Cherry F6470016

Royal F6470018

für livorno niedrig, practico 25|80

für practico alu plus, practico alu 25|80

für practico ultraniedrig 9.5|80

Buche gedämpft (Basis) Kirsche blumig Madison Walnut Ahorn After Eight Weiß

Sonoma Eiche WeißbucheKönigsahorn

Dekore & Stoffe

stellar – Bezugssortiment

Stoffe Kunstleder

Endstücke

Typ I
• Umlaufende Massivholzstollen mit Dekorfüllung 
• praktischer Bettdeckenschlitz

Typ V
• Geschwungene Dekorplatte: Massivholz
• Seitl. Rechteckstollen: Massivholz
• Geschwungener Griffbügel:  

Stahl pulverbeschichtet

Typ VII
• Umlaufende Massivholzstollen  

mit Dekorfüllung
• Gewölbte Grifföffnung:  

Bettdeckenschlitz
• Verjüngende Stollenumrandung

Typ VIII
• Gerade Dekorplatte: Holz
• Seitlich angesetzte Rundstollen, Massivholz

Typ 20
• Umlaufende Massivholzstollen mit 

Dekorfüllung 
• praktischer Bettdeckenschlitz

Typ 21
• Geschwungene Dekorfüllung
• Abgerundete Aluminiumprofile
• Metall-Handlauf nur für Standard-Breite 90 cm

Typ 22
• Geschwungene Dekorfüllung
• Abgerundete Aluminiumprofil

Typ 32
• Geschwungene Dekorfüllung
• Abgerundete Aluminiumprofile

Typ 31
• Geschwungene Dekorfüllung
• Abgerundete Aluminiumprofile
• Metall-Handlauf

Die Vielfalt unserer Programme und Stile macht 
Objekteinrichtungen von bock unvergleich-
lich flexibel. Als erfahrener Hersteller bieten 
wir Ihnen vom Objektbett bis zur maßgenauen 
Sonderanfertigung eine qualitativ hochwertige 
Möblierung, die Funktionalität mit Komfort 
verbindet. Alles kann nachträglich auf- und um-

gerüstet werden. Alle Fronten und Farben sind 
austauschbar. Die Elemente können entspre-
chend angepasst werden.
bock Möbel können Sie außerdem mit Zusatz-
funktionen und optionalem Zubehör ausstatten. 
So bleiben Sie auch nach der Einrichtung flexi-
bel und für alle künftigen Veränderungen offen.

Sie können aus einem breiten Spektrum an Stoff- & Kunstlederqualitäten und Farben wählen. 

Basis-Dekor Sonder-DekorHolz-Dekore
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Coming soon: the practico 25 | 80 plus in
upholstered or artificial leather décor for even 
more comfort and a beautiful room design.

®  registered trademark 
Order no.: 890.02482
Status: 12 | 2021 
Subject to technical changes.
Photo credits: Nicola Rehage, Gütersloh

Hermann Bock GmbH
Nickelstraße 12
33415 Verl
Germany

Phone: + 49 (0) 5246 9205 0
Internet: www.bock.net
E-Mail: info@bock.net

 Discover the 
 bock product world on 
 www.bock.net 


